
Libec Camera Support Equipment at NAB2012

(Booth # C9519)

28th March, 2012 - Libec, a brand of the HEIWA SEIKI KOGYO CO., LTD. based in Japan,
is pleased  to announce wide range of new products at the upcoming NAB2012. 
Libec presents our new SWIFT JIB50 Telescopic Jib, REMO30 Remote Head, ZFC-5HD 
All-in-One Zoom and Focus Remote Control, CU30 Remote Control Unit, "LX" Tripod Systems

and renewaled "RS" Tripod Systems.

SWIFT JIB50      Quick, Compact, Dynamic. Versatile player at any location.

The SWIFT JIB50 is equipped with a telescopic arm extendable to 90cm/35.5" and offers 
operators higher angles for that perfect shot. The SWIFT JIB50 has a quick and easy set up. 
This telescopic jib is smooth, portable, lightweight, and offers all-round support. Together with
our REMO30 Remote Head and ZFC-5HD Zoom and Focus Control, you can achieve and master 

smooth operations having complete control of your video shots.

REMO30     Capture your imagination from start to finish.

Every ideal pan, tilt, diagonal movement and speed can be achieved by combining the power 
of quality pan/tilt motors and speed dials. The REMO30 is a high-grade, high-performance 
remote head that exceeds your expectations by delivering you the shot you intended.
It is equipped with a unique drive system that transmits motor power accuracy. 
The REMO30 ensures a perfect camera balance and offers smooth camerawork at all times. 
Cables can be routed through the cable leads to prevent tangling. When mounted upside down,

you can  achieve a complete bird's-eye shot.
This universal remote head can also be used with other equipment such as tripods and jib arms

you may already own.
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ZFC-5HD All-in-One Zoom and Focus Remote Control

The ZFC-5HD is a universal Zoom and Focus Remote Control 
for LANC(Sony/Canon) and Panasonic cameras. The ZFC-5HD
offers precise and variable zoom speed control, via a selector 

switch.
The ZFC-5HD is equipped with a focus control button for LANC 
and a focus dial for Panasonic cameras. Exclusively for LANC 
cameras, the ZFC-5HD is equipped with a 2-step zoom-speed                          
control and has an on/off remote power switch function.

CU30      Remote Control Unit for REMO30 Remote Head

The CU30 Control Unit gives operators an advantage by splitting their duties into two functions.

While one operator concentrates on handling a crane or jib arm, the other operator can focus 
on the remote head while using the control box. This conveniently allows the remote head 
operator to move around freely. Using the supplied tripod adapter, the unit can be also mounted

on a tripod for remote access at long ranges.

LX5 / LX7   New Tripod System.    "Best value in the range"

Brand new two-stage 75mm ball diameter tripod systems with an outstanding rigidity.
Payload capacity is up to 4kg/9lbs for LX5 and up to 8kg/17.5lbs for LX7. Trace every motion
from start to finish with its supreme torque system. Equipped with a sliding plate (sliding range 

of +/-40mm/1.6"). In addition, LX7 is also equipped with 3/8” spare screw.

Advanced "RS" Tripod System with upgraded functions

All new RS models are equipped with an extendable panhandle with rubber grips for precise 

camera movements. In addition, all RS fluid heads are equipped with LED bubble levels for
easy level adjustments in the dark.
RS-450R and RS-450RM tripods can now extend up to 173cm/68" in length when using a Libec 

floor spreader. In addition, a highly developed durable RC-50 padded soft case will be included

with both RS-450R and RS-450RM tripod systems. The RC-50 tripod case is equipped with 
a bottom protector, shoulder pad, and handle grip.

Libec Live Booth Events at NAB

Located at booth C9519, we will have entertainment and Easy-To-Use demonstrations
featuring professional jib and crane operator George Ayrouth with MVT Productions.
Jib operations and skill techniques will be offered during NAB show hours.

Looking forward to seeing you all at NAB, Las Vegas !

For further information on Libec and new products, please visit our website.
Libec global site  :   http://www.libec-global.com
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